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Introduction

Today’s modern Hybrid fiber-coaxial (HFC)
communication systems have the advantages of great
transmission capacity, high speed and high transmission
quality and so on.

Lately lots of attention is attracted to the transmission
of conventional analog AM-VSB signals subcarrier-
multiplexed (SCM) with the digital (MPEG) signals such
as M-QAM over an optical fiber. The advantage of the use
of digital signals is that they are more spectrally efficient
and stronger than the analog signals to noise, interference
and nonlinearity. For the AM-VSB/M-QAM HFC/CATV
transmission, however the QAM signals may suffer
significant performance degradation due to occasionally
laser diode “clipping” [1, 2]. It is find in a multichannel
system when a laser outputs nearly zero power as the input
signal current to the laser drives below the laser threshold
current Ith (Fig.1), [2].

However, power-dependent self-phase modulation
(SFM) in intensity-modulated systems causes frequency
chirp, which in combination with fiber dispersion
generates nonlinear distortions.
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Fig. 1. W-A characteristic of laser diode

Despite the comparatively small optical fiber
attenuation, in the optical link there is a presence of big
losses from the ineffective transforming of the electrical
power into an optical and vice versa. The typical losses

from the double transforming in an optical link with direct
laser intensity modulation are in the order of 20  50 dB,
and for a link with external laser modulating – from 30 dB
to 60 dB. Those losses indicate even the small efficiency of
light’s tricking in the optical fiber, as well mismatching of
electronical and optical components of the link [3]. The
losses in optical link have an influence to the C/N ratio in
the link output. Supporting of C/N ratio in the necessary
borders, in accordance with the European standard
CENELEC, requires special attention at designing of
wideband cable communication systems such as
HFC/CATV networks.

Moreover the coaxial part causes thermal noise, non-
linear distortions, micro reflections and manmade noise.
Micro reflections resulting from impedance mismatch or
amplifier return loss have also been identified as a new
factor impairing the digital channel, mainly in the coaxial
part. These micro reflections sometime severely influence
the C/N ratio of the M-QAM signals, but an adaptive
equalizer offers a promising solution for such digital
channel deterioration.

Noise sources

Noise sources in the optical link are connected to its
optical devices, as well as the optical fiber itself.
Distinguished are the following types of noises: relative
intensity noise of the laser (RIN); shot noise of the
photodiode; thermal noise of the receiver; interferometric
intensity noise (IIN) and optical amplifiers’ noise. The
laser RIN and the noise, made from the optical amplifiers,
are due to a spontaneous emission of photons, raising a ge-

Fig. 2. Frequency spectrum of HFC/CATV system with a pointer
laser “clipping” influence
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neration of incoherent light. Shot noise of the receiver also
has a quantum origin, while its thermal noise is raised
mostly form the main amplifiers, used for amplifying of
detected RF signal to the necessary level. Interferometrical
intensity noise in the optical fiber is a result of it’s loses,
Rayleigh scattering of the light and of the functions of
optical wave’s length, provoked from laser chirp [3].

Level of the general noise in the link’s output depends
of different factors, most important of which are: the used
optical devices’ parameters and their regime of working;
also attenuation and reflection in the fiber; the temperature;
the type of transmitter signals (analog and digital), their
modulations and others. Usually the expressions, by which
are defined the dependences of the noise components in an
optical link, do not report on the full influence of the
different factors and in many cases are nor useful for an
engineer applications [1, 2]. Besides, at designing of the
optical link are used a parameters, which requires together
reading of the noises with Gaussian distribution and noises
from clipping, caused by AM-VSB channels (Fig.2) – with
a pointer.

Therefore in the present paper is suggested more
accurate and in the same time easy applicable noise model
of the optical link when designing of the systems.

Analysis of the carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N)

At the HFC networks with jointly transmitting of
AM-VSB and M-QAM channels, in the laser diode arise a
“clipping” of SCM signal, when (Fig.1):
 Impulse noise (inherent for the frequency multiplexed

signals) cause an output power drop Po(t) of the laser
diode around zero;

 Input operating current of the laser diode is lower from
the bias current Ib, defining its operating point.

Thus at amplitudes of the analog AM-VSB signals,
exceeding the value (Ib - Ith), is received a restriction of the
signal. As a result of that the system becomes more noise
unstable and the bit-error-rate increases.

For the carrier-to-noise (Gaussian) ratio can be
written the fallowing expression [4]:
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received signal power in each M-QAM channel; mq – opti-
cal modulation index for M-QAM signal; s – sensitivity of
the photodetector; α - losses in the optical fiber and F is the
efficiency of the receive-transmitting link or photodetector
current [4, 5]. T = 1/B is the M-QAM symbol duration and
B is the photoreceiver’s bandwidth, respectively the
bandwidth of the QAM channel.

The power spectrum density of the input Gaussian
noise ng(t) is calculated by
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where q – the electron charge (1,602 10-19 C); in – ther-
mal current of the optical receiver;

For the power spectrum density of the “clipping”
noise (impulsive noise) ni(t) is carried out the following
expression
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where NAM – the number of AM-VSB channels; mAM – the
AM-VSB optical modulation index.

For the carrier-to-noise ratio, indicating the Gaussian
noise (RIN, shot and the thermal) and the impulsive noise
(from clipping) in according to the analytical noise model
(Fig.3) is work out an equation:
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In the engineering practice is more useful to be
operated with logaritmic units (dB), because calculation of
the values of carrier-to-noise ratio comes to an adding
or/and odding. Then expression (4) can be written like this:
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Defining of the carrier-to-noise ratio for every noise
source and for the system as one

At a designing of the optical HFC network link a big
problem comes to be the defining of noise power, which
must be reduced for reaching settled (CENELEC) minimal
C/N ratio. That requires to be used such a mathematical
model of the link, which indicates not only its general noise
characteristics (equations (4) and (5)), but also the noise
levels of different noise sources, respective carrier-to-noise
ratio for every one of them. Composing such model we are
using average values for the powers disjoined on the load
of optical receiver at traveling through of the detecting
photocurrent and different noise sources currents.

The expressions for those powers are shown in an
applicable for the engineering practice form, as in the same
time they guarantee enough accuracy at the process
describing.

a) Carrier-to-relative intensity noise of laser ratio
(C/NRIN)

3lg10lg20][/  RINBmdBNC qRIN . (6)

Fig. 3. Analitical noise model of М-QAM system receiving part
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b) Carrier-to-shot noise ratio (C/NSh)

182lg10lg10lg20][/  FBmdBNC qSh . (7)

c) Carrier-to-thermal noise ratio (C/NTh)

3lg20lg20lg10lg20][/  nqTh iFBmdBNC .(8)

d) Carrier-to-impulsive noise ratio (C/Ni)
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According to equations (6) to (9) for the carrier-to-
noise ratio (C/N) of the full system can be written the
following formula
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Studying the C/N ratio for every noise source

Upper brought out equations for C/N allows us to
investigate the influence of different noises in optical link.
That was made for different values of the DFB-laser diode,
photodiode, optical fiber parameters and OMI of the
transmitted signals. The results are shown on Fig. 4, Fig. 5,
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Some of those parameters when
increasing of their values improve the respective carrier-to-
noise ratio. Such are F and mq. Other as RIN, in and mAM

aggravate the respective C/N.

Studying the C/N ratio depending on the transmitting
AM-VSB channels number and the modulation index

Up composite mathematical model of the optical
system (5) is used of illustrations visual aids of its noise-
stability variation at given parameters of the optical
transmitter, optical receiver and the single mode optical
fiber. The graphical dependence (Fig. 8) is shown in the
3D space, as the carrier-to-noise ratio is studied in
dependence of the transmitted AM-VSB channels number
and their modulation index mAM = (4÷12) %. Digital
signals are MPEG and are modulated with a quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM), which modulation index is
mq=1%. The other parameters of the optical link are:

RIN = -150dB/Hz; in=24 10-12 HzA / ; F = 0,69 mA;

NAM 50; B=8 MHz; M = 16; fH = 47 MHz; fK = 470 MHz.Fig. 4. The graphical dependence of C/NRIN = func (mq, RIN)

Fig. 5. The graphical dependence of C/NSh = func (mq, F)

Fig. 6. The graphical dependence of C/NTh = func (mq, in)

Fig. 7. The graphical dependence of C/Ni =func (mq, mAM)

Fig. 8. The graphical dependence of C/N=func(N, mAM)
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Conclusion

Presented mathematical models of the optical link of
HFC network (equations (5) and (10)) give the opportunity
to be defined its noise-stability in dependence of the
building elements’ parameters, transmitted channels
number and the modulation depth. At a joint transmitting
of analog (AM-VSB) and digital (M-QAM) signals as a
result of the laser “clipping” is being watched change for
the worse of the C/N ratio, which is visible from the
graphic on Fig.8. When the modulation index of the analog
signals have a small values (mAM < 6%), independently of
the RF channels number, the C/N ratio stays the same
(C/N = 35 dB). This is like that because the Gaussian noise

predominates ( 2
gσ >> 2

iσ ). When mAM > 10%, impulse

noise from the “clipping” defines the C/N ratio, which
reaches low values in dependence of the RF channels
number. At NAM = 50 C/N ratio fell to 5 dB. In this case

2
gσ < 2

iσ .

Normal operating regime of the Hybrid fiber-coaxial
network, transmitting AM-VSB and M-QAM signals at the
given parameters of laser and photodiode, such as the
number of AM-VSB channels is possible, when:

 mAM is  7% at variance of NAM to 50;
 mAM is  7%, but NAM is changing to 15. At a big values

of RF channels number (NAM = 4050) is necessary mq

to be increasing as getting values upon 2%.
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